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mm-Wave Silicon Technology: 60 GHz and Beyond (Integrated Circuits and Systems)Springer, 2008

	This book compiles and presents the research results from the past five years in mm-wave Silicon circuits. This area has received a great deal of interest from the research community including several university and research groups. The book covers device modeling, circuit building blocks, phased array systems, and antennas and packaging. It...


		

Microwave Circuit Modeling Using Electromagnetic Field SimulationArtech House Publishers, 2003
This unique 'how to' book is an ideal introduction to electromagnetic field-solvers. It provides you with helpful advice on selecting the right tools for your RF and high-speed digital circuit design work. The focus is on the strengths and weaknesses of the major commercial software packages. Featuring full-color illustrations, this practical...

		

Computability and Complexity Theory (Texts in Computer Science)Springer, 2011

	This revised and extensively expanded edition of Computability and Complexity Theory comprises essential materials that are core knowledge in the theory of computation. The book is self-contained, with a preliminary chapter describing key mathematical concepts and notations.  Subsequent chapters move from the qualitative aspects of...






		

Hdl Chip Design: A Practical Guide for Designing, Synthesizing & Simulating Asics & Fpgas Using Vhdl or VerilogDoone, 1998

	Arthur C. Clarke once wrote that any sufficiently advanced civilization would possess seemingly magical powers to a lesser-advanced one. Technology, and in particular computer technology, has and always will present a Janus head...


		

Ultra-Wideband Communications: Fundamentals and Applications (Communications Engineering and Emerging Technologies)Prentice Hall, 2005
Ultra-wideband (UWB) radios are expected to play a revolutionary role in the future of wireless communications systems. The great interest in UWB communications was sparked by FCC rulings in February 2002 that authorized the unlicensed commercial deployment of UWB technology under a strict power control in 7500 MHz of spectrum. This...


		

Quantum Computing and Communications: An Engineering ApproachJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
Quantum computers will revolutionize the way telecommunications networks function.
    Quantum computing holds the promise of solving problems that would be intractable with conventional computers, by implementing principles from quantum physics in the development of computer hardware, software and communications equipment....






		

RFID Systems: Research Trends and ChallengesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	This book provides an insight into the 'hot' field of Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) Systems


	In this book, the authors provide an insight into the field of RFID systems with an emphasis on networking aspects and research challenges related to passive Ultra High Frequency (UHF) RFID systems. The book reviews...


		

Android Hardware Interfacing with the BeagleBone BlackPackt Publishing, 2015

	Design and implement Android apps that interface with your own custom hardware circuits and the BeagleBone Black


	About This Book

	
		Design custom apps that interact with the outside world via BeagleBone Black
	
		Modify Android to recognize, configure, and communicate with sensors, LEDs, memory,...



		

Schaum's Outline of Electric CircuitsMcGraw-Hill, 2002
Students love Schaum's Outlines because they produce results. Each year, hundreds of thousands of students improve their test scores and final grades with these indispensable study guides.
Get the edge on your classmates. Use Schaum's!

If you don't have a lot of time but want to excel in class, this book helps you:
...





		

Parallel Port Complete: Programming Interfacing & Using the PC'S Parallel Printer PortLakeview Research, 2002
The book is designed to serve readers with a variety of backgrounds and interests: Programmers will find code examples that show how to use the port in all of its modes. If you program in Visual Basic, you can use the routines directly in your programs.

For hardware designers, there are details about the port circuits and how to...

		

Introduction to RF Equipment and System DesignArtech House Publishers, 2004
Applies theoretical fundamentals to real-world issues, heavily relying on examples from recent design projects. Key discussions include system design schemes, circuits and components for system evaluations and design. 

       An excellent resource for engineers and technicians alike, this practical design guide offers a comprehensive and...

		

Black & Decker The Complete Guide to Wiring, 5th Edition: Current with 2011-2013 Electrical CodesCreative Publishing, 2011

	The world of wiring tends to move in cycles, so to speak. The basic science that causes your blender to whir

	when you plug the cord into a wall outlet doesn’t change, but the ways we harness and manage electrical

	power are constantly improving—always with an eye toward safety. The Complete Guide to Wiring changes, too....
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